• Eligible for IRC Section 44
Disabled Access Tax Credit.
• Most innovative power table
technology on the market today.
• Advanced safety features for
maximum patient and staff comfort.

General Information Regarding Taxpayer Elections Under Internal Revenue
Code Section 44 (Disabled Access Tax Credit) and Section 179
(Deduction For Certain Capital Expenditures)
This handout is solely for the purpose of supplying factual information that is generally available to the public. It is NOT to be construed
in any way as tax or legal advice. You must consult with your own tax and/or legal advisor regarding potential applicability of these
taxpayer elections to your particular facts and circumstances.

Section 44 - Disabled Access Tax Credit
The Internal Revenue Code Section 44 - Disabled Access Credit (“Sec. 44 credit”) may be available to a medical practice that purchases
adjustable height medical table(s) for the intended purpose of complying with the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 (“ADA”).
However, eligibility for this credit depends upon the particular facts and circumstances surrounding the purchase and whether it truly
was for the purpose of complying with the ADA.
An eligible medical practice may elect to apply the credit against its income tax liability. Generally, to be eligible for the Sec. 44 credit,
the medical practice must meet at least one of the following qualifications:
1) Annual gross receipts of the practice did not exceed $1,000,000 during the preceding tax year;
-OR2) The practice had no more than 30 full-time employees during the preceding tax year.
The credit amount is 50% of the purchase price of the examination table(s) that exceeds $250, but does not exceed $10,250. Since
eligibility for the Sec. 44 credit is determined on an annual basis, the maximum credit allowable per tax year is $5,000 (i.e., 50%
x [$10,250 - $250]). In other words, any Sec. 44 credit-eligible purchases (for adjustable height medical tables or otherwise) that
exceed $10,250 during a tax year, will NOT generate Sec. 44 credit. Furthermore, amounts of such purchases cannot be carried back
or forward to other tax years to create tax credits for those years.

Section 179 - Deduction For Certain Capital Expenditures
Normally, the cost for an item such as an adjustable height examination table must be capitalized
for tax purposes and depreciated over the useful life of the item. Per Internal Revenue Code Section
179 (Sec. 179) the medical practice may be able to currently deduct some or all of the cost of the
examination table(s). Although the cost of adjustable height examination table(s) qualifies for the
Sec. 179 deduction election, certain limitations under that Section can apply. Also, the Sec. 44
credit and Sec. 179 deduction cannot be applied to the same cost.

